OVERVIEW
Data analysis is a critical skill in this era of large biological data sets. For example, an
abundance of genomic sequence data already exists but it is meaningless until it is analyzed.
For example, the SARS-CoV2 genome had to be compared to other known coronaviruses in
order to determine that it is most closely related to the SARS virus from 2003.[1] Annotation of
the SARS-CoV2 genome revealed the presence of the spike protein, which directly interacts
with the host cell, and bioinformatic comparison of this spike protein to other coronavirus spike
proteins revealed a potential receptor on the host cell [2] that was later verified by wet lab
experiments.[3] Further analysis of SARS-CoV2 genome sequences from around the world
using phylogenetic tools allowed tracking of virus variants and identification of newly emerged
variants as the virus spread across the globe.[1] Clearly, data analysis is powerful and provides
meaning for sequence data.
Phylogenetic trees and networks are created by analysis of either nucleic acid or protein
molecular sequence data, and they help support predictions of evolutionary relationships
between organisms. Phylogeny is a complex field with several different methods used to create
trees and networks, such as neighbor-joining, parsimony, maximum likelihood and Bayesian
methods. Different tree building programs will use different methods and algorithms. One way to
validate their results is to analyze the data using different methods and comparison of the
results. In addition, bootstrapping is also used to validate phylogenetic trees and networks.
A key point to remember is that phylogenetic trees and networks are not right or wrong- just
mostly right, and the goal is to get the best representation of your data that you can get.
These exercises will introduce you to bioinformatic tools used to analyze sequences using
bacteriophage phylogeny as a focus. Bacteriophages are viruses that specifically infect and kill
bacterial hosts, helping to maintain bacterial levels in nature and with potential uses to treat
bacterial infections. Clustering of phages based upon genome sequence similarities is used to
categorize phages, and phylogenetic analysis reveals evolutionary relationships of these
clusters. The SEA-PHAGES program has exponentially increased the level of phage genomic
data available for analysis. [4]
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